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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Choosing to embrace change—an ever-present, essential catalyst of progress
Our BBW headquarters offered a clear bird’s-eye
view of the Denver Broncos Super Bowl parade
on February 9, 2016. My southwest-facing office
was such a good vantage point that I invited my
BBW colleagues to watch the floats and sports
celebrities over the lunch hour. At the time,
construction of a high-rise building across the
street was in its early stages. Seeing the
construction site, a few employees noted
the excellent southwestern view would
soon be lost. Others wondered what the
building would look like.
The high-rise is now finished. My view
to the southwest is different, but still
very impressive. That “new” view
reminds me that while change is inevitable, the way we think about or act on
it isn’t. We get to choose our reaction.

Bankers thrive on data and facts. Recently Jeff
Benson, BBW’s chief operating officer and a
member of our senior management team, did a
market analysis focused on the seven states
comprising our core service area.
The analysis confirms that since year-end 2013,
the number of banks in that core area
in the under $300 million asset-size
category fell about 15%. But the aggregate performance of banks with assets
of up to $500 million—and into the $5
billion range—improved in these areas:
leverage ratio; loan/deposit; return on
average assets; net interest margin;
and efficiency and Texas ratio.
The performance of a bankers’ bank
is largely a reflection of its customer
base. Across the time period mentioned
above, Bankers’ Bank of the West saw an
increase—as did our core market—in total
assets, total loans, total deposits, and total pretax net income. In short, we’ve grown together
with the banks we serve, and there’s room for
future growth.

Bill Mitchell
President & CEO

A few months ago, a small team of BBW staffers
went to work on shortening our organizational
mission and values statements. One of the
team’s many discussions centered on progress—
one of our three core values—which really boils
down to movement in a positive direction. Without change, there can be no movement and no
progress. As an organization, we’ve chosen to
embrace and prepare for change that will fuel
the success of community banking.
Admittedly, some changes are easier to welcome
than others. I encourage bankers who navigated
through the recession to share a longer perspective on current “problems” if less-seasoned
colleagues become discouraged. Regardless of
what the challenge of the day happens to be, a
defeatist attitude won’t resolve it.
There are plenty of reasons to think the strength
of community banking today is a trend that can
persist. For example, our industry has support
from various allies working to ensure the design
and rules of the ultimate U.S. faster payments
“ecosystem” are equitable.

Change is persistent in the area of payments as
well. Today’s real time environment enables the
bank to continually monitor balances and work
out any issues proactively, preferably on day
one (see note on p. 2). Exactly how the U.S.
payments system will take shape is still to be
decided. But this much is certain: Bankers’
banks—BBW included—are playing a leading
role in furthering the evolution of payments.
It’s important to note that all of the nation’s
bankers’ banks are working together as your
advocates to assure community banks a voice in
the payments system discussion. Whatever else
the future brings, change will remain a necessary part of the mix. And we will remain at your
service—your partner in adapting to change ...
which drives success.

www.bbwest.com

TAKING NOTE
KEEP MORE SERVICES UNDER YOUR ROOF
As a rule, community banks strive to meet as
many of their customers’ needs as possible to
avoid sending them to a competing financial
institution that could try to poach them. If
you’ve been reluctant to exceed the CFPB safe
harbor threshold for processing international
consumer wires, keep in mind BBW offers a
compliant turnkey solution that enables you to
issue the sender a printed disclosure with all
required detail on one receipt.
It’s easier than you might think to facilitate
international consumer wires and keep your
loyal customers happy. Our operations specialists will be happy to share more information;
reach them at ops@bbwest.com.
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TIMELY TIP

Betzer Call Lausten & Schwartz LLP ▪ Denver, Colo.

Real time balances, now available in BIDS,
should be monitored throughout the day.

Gary Crum .................................................Director

Spotting discrepancies and glitches early will
give you time to resolve them on day one—and
avoid funding them overnight.

Western States Bank ▪ Laramie, Wyo.

Mark Daigle ..............................................Director
First National Bank ▪ Durango, Colo.

Mike C. Daly ..............................................Director

VIRTUAL CONNECTIONS

First State Bank, a Div. of Glacier Bank ▪ Wheatland, Wyo.

A recording of a May 7 forum hosted in Virginia
by the FDIC, Use of Technology in the Business of Banking, will be made accessible for
playback on demand.

John “JV” Evans III ....................................Director

Forum participants include providers of emerging technologies; representatives from bank
trade groups, various regulatory agencies, and
banks using or preparing to adopt emergent
technologies; and thought leaders with diverse
backgrounds and insights on the use of technology in banking.

Platte Valley Financial Cos., Inc. ▪ Scottsbluff, Neb.

Among the discussion topics are the evolving
technologies revolutionizing banking operations;
the effects of emerging technologies on the business of banking, e.g. novel delivery channels and
customer experiences; and the rights and security issues associated with consumer data access.
Also on the agenda is a presentation by R. Jesse
McWaters of the World Economic Forum, an
international public-private partnership.
The link to the recording will be posted to
www.fdic.gov. Locate it under the News &
Events menu: click Conferences & Events.
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COMMENTARY ON COMPLIANCE

Closing the gap — your customer due diligence program, part two
Jill Emerson, Owner ▪ Integrity One Consulting, LLC
Provider of BBW’s Compliance Help Desk services

This continues our discussion on essentials of a
customer due diligence program with the focus
on policies and procedures, the customer identification program, and customer risk profiles.
From a practical standpoint, policies and
procedures serve as your guide for doing what
you say and saying what you do. They form the
operating framework for your customer due diligence program just as they do for any type of
program that requires compliance with laws
and regulations. They are linked to one of the
pillars of a BSA compliance program—internal
controls—to minimize and control risks with the
objective of achieving BSA compliance.
Your policies and procedures for customer due
diligence must align with your BSA/AML risk
assessment, which uses a risk-based approach.
The fact is, we will always be dealing with some
level of risk. Your organizational resources
need to be applied to ensure the greatest risks
receive the highest scrutiny. Policies, procedures and processes must reflect this approach.
Your customer due diligence procedures should
be revamped, strengthened, and formalized
before this year’s May 11 deadline regarding
beneficial ownership—proof that you do what
you say and say what you do. Your BSA policy
must be updated and board-approved to include
the new requirements for compliance.
A short statement on your CIP: Your program
needs to incorporate the identification and verification of beneficial owners of legal entity
customers. A future article will address specific
requirements.
Here are some key questions for reviewing or
refining your customer risk profile: Do you
have a process in place that identifies, measures,
and monitors the risks each customer relationship brings to your bank? Have you developed an
initial risk profile? Do you know when to update
it and what triggers a review?
It will be helpful to focus on the intent of your
customer due diligence program, which is to:
 Gather information about the customer;
 Identify, assess, and mitigate risks associated with your customers;
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 Monitor customer accounts; and
 Evaluate customer activity for suspicious
activity reporting.
In addition to collecting CIP information at
account opening, you must gather information
related to the “who” of each customer to assess
that customer’s risks. You can take various
approaches to gathering information holistically;
just remember the BSA calls for a risk-based
approach. Make sure you understand your
bank’s risk appetite.
Like any risk tool, the customer risk profile is
not a static document. Customer behavior will
naturally change over time, often in ways you
can’t predict. So, when should you update?
Changes to the customer relationship.
Is there a new owner? Has a third party been
added?
Suspicious activity. Have you noticed
unusual or suspicious activity that needs to
be monitored and possibly reported?
In sum, a thoughtful review of the elements of
a customer due diligence program will lay the
foundation for any further work that may be
needed to comply with the beneficial ownership
rule. Are you ready?
For information on Integrity One
Consulting’s Compliance Help
Desk services, available through
BBW via monthly subscription,
contact your BBW correspondent
officer or email your request to
info@bbwest.com.
Jill Emerson, pictured above, will deliver a
presentation on the critical components of the
Know Your Customer beneficial ownership rule
at the Bankers’ Bank of the West Payments
Conference in Black Hawk, Colo. Her hour-long
session, scheduled for the afternoon of May 17,
will include a discussion of what activates the
requirement.
For event logistics, program agenda and registration form, visit www.bbwest.com (under Quick
Links) or email conferences@bbwest.com.
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CONSUMER CARDS

Payment networks’ rollback of signature requirement creates opportunity to educate
In April, Visa® became the last of the four prominent payment networks in the U.S. to abandon
the signature requirement for point-of-sale
purchases made in North America using EMV
chip card technology.
Despite the change, merchants continue to have
the option of requesting a signature from the
purchaser, and they are compelled to do so if
required by state or local law.
A faster, more convenient checkout experience
will be viewed as an improvement by most busy
consumers, although a few could have lingering
questions about card security. Following are a
few facts to help your staff respond to inquiries
from customers.

 Industry leaders don’t think ditching the
signature requirement will jeopardize cardholders’ information.

 A substantial decline in counterfeit card
fraud at point of sale following the U.S.
liability shift for EMV chip acceptance less
than two years ago has been documented,
according to Visa. The company has seen
a 66% drop in fraud at chip-enabled merchants since the shift was implemented—
which comes as welcome news to consumers
and merchants alike.

 In practice, merchants have seldom compared signatures on cards and receipts—
and many had eliminated the signature for
smaller-dollar transactions long before the
networks’ “no signature required” decision.

 The ongoing development of advanced
authentication methods—such as multifactor authentication, biometric technologies
and tokenization—continues to significantly
step up card security.

 Under the Fair Credit Billing Act of 1974—
which applies to consumer cards—card
issuers cannot hold customers liable for more


Woodward, Kevin. (Jan. 12, 2018). Visa’s EMV-only
signature rule change may prompt more merchant
EMV adoption. Digital Transactions. Retrieved from
http://www.digitaltransactions.net/visas-emv-onlysignature-rule-change-may-prompt-more-merchantemv-adoption/
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than $50 in case of fraudulent and contested
transaction. (In fact, most issuers have
voluntarily adopted a zero-liability approach
to consumer cards.)

 The consumer’s best defense against fraud
is to monitor transactions and statements
closely. Online banking makes it convenient
and easy to check card transactions often for
abnormal activity.

 Reporting card theft, loss or fraud is easy—
and the sooner an affected customer notifies
the card issuer, the better.
For generations, community banks have been
a trusted source of information for countless
Americans. In the shifting financial services
environment, community bankers who approach
industry changes as “teachable moments” could
reap great rewards: confident, financially savvy
customers empowered with knowledge and tools
for staying safe.
The BBW Bank Card team welcomes questions
and inquiries from community banks. To reach
them, call 800-601-8630 or contact your BBW
correspondent officer.

Above-and-beyond: all in a day’s work
After two BBW officers paid a March 28 visit to
Evergreen National Bank, they discovered a rear
tire of their car punctured. Ben Garringer, an
ENB personal banker accustomed to “helping
customers when and where we can,” volunteered
to change the
tire himself.
Grateful for the
help, BBW’s
Tara Koester
and Marlene
Wade drove
safely to their
next appointment.
We salute all
community
bankers (Ben
included) who
“live” helpfulness every day.
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WIRES

Keeping your guard and antennae up to deter wire fraud is more important than ever
Bankers’ Bank of the West
Wires and Operations Teams

One of the most lucrative tactics used to commit
wire fraud today is the business email compromise, which involves hackers taking over an
email account and impersonating the victim.
Next, they send seemingly authentic-looking
email instructions with the goal of directing
funds from the target to themselves.
To make matters worse, many cyber criminals
have been timing their attacks on Thursday or
Friday, which often enables them to avoid being
discovered until the following week.
Bankers must defend against skilled fraudsters
by staying alert and following sound procedures,
especially when wires—guaranteed funds—are
involved.
On a typical business day, BBW’s wire transfer
specialists assist in sending about 500 wires.
They enjoy helping community bankers, answering questions, and sharing information. Yet the
community bank’s first and most powerful line
of defense against fraud is its own employees.
Although an incomplete list, the following bullet
points are meant as helpful reminders of ways to
combat wire fraud.
Adhere to your bank’s Know Your Customer
rules, paying special attention to new customers. Train staff to look for deviations in the
amounts, destination and timing of wires. Set
up a process for finding anomalies.
Strengthen your wire verification process.
Never initiate a wire based only on emailed
(or faxed) instructions; don’t depend solely
on information you have on file to verify
requests. Think about using tougher authentication methods for customer call-back, such
as a unique password or PIN that changes
every few months.
Mandate that wires for payments falling
outside the norm be verified using a means
different from the way it came in—e.g., if it
arrived by email, verify it by phone.
Make changes to contact information and
vendor remittance details using a procedure
similar to what you use for wire verifications.
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Educate both your front-line people and your
officers on BSA/AML compliance. Provide
checklists to ensure established procedures
are followed.
Invite less-experienced customer service staff
to ask a supervisor or senior team member to
intervene if a conversation with a customer
gets heated. This approach can not only
defuse the immediate situation but also train
newer employees how to resolve problems
effectively.
Tap any educational resources available to
stay current on criminal trends and fraud
prevention practices—and remember to share
the knowledge throughout your bank. Industry publications, online courses, training
provided by payments associations, and
conferences can help keep your team a step
ahead of the bad guys.
If a fraud occurs, let your correspondent bank
know. Depending on the circumstances, they
might recommend alerting specific law
enforcement or federal agency contacts.
BBW’s wire transfer specialists have the best
interests of our customers in mind; their experience makes them a valuable resource for
community banks. When they ask questions or
request more information, their motive is to
ensure all the details are accurate and complete.
For a small- to medium-sized community bank,
even a single large loss could be devastating—
and that’s a scenario we all want to prevent.
Ultimately, common sense and consistency in
following good procedures will go a long way
toward curbing fraud in all its forms.

Coming Attraction: June 22
The topic of the next WesPay-led
webinar for BBW customers is
ACH Operations for the RDFI,
with an emphasis on covering
the obligations of the receiving
depository financial institution.
Registration in progress; contact
ops@bbwest.com.
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CONTEXT FOR WHAT’S AHEAD

GDPR: What do community banks need to know?
Anne Benigsen, CISSP ▪ First VP–Information Security & Technology
Bankers’ Bank of the West

We’ve all heard about the May 25 deadline
for new privacy laws coming out of the European
Union known as General Data Protection Regulation, a mouthful of words that condenses down
to GDPR. But what does it mean? More to the
point, does it truly affect community banks here
in the United States?
In short, chances are good that GDPR will touch
your business one way or another. If you’ve ever
sent a wire or ACH to anyone in the European
Union (or received one), if you’ve done business
with a company in the EU, or if you’ve passed
along business from your customers to somewhere in the EU, it will apply to you.
Any and all personal data collected—such as
wire information, ACH information, name,
address, email—on an EU citizen, even one
living outside of the EU, has been given significant protection and rights by the GDPR.
The main points of importance to the community
banking industry:
If a breach occurs that could expose any of
the personal data covered by the GDPR, you
must notify the local data protection authority within 72 hours. If the breach infringes
on the freedom or rights of an individual, it
may also be necessary to contact the affected
person within 72 hours. A data breach
“includes data destruction, loss, alteration,
or unauthorized disclosure.
Safeguards must be met. These include data
protection impact assessments and protection for structured and unstructured data.
Processors with significant data that falls
under the GDPR must designate a data
protection officer—someone well-versed in
GDPR regulations and their application.
(Note that while “significant” is not defined
relative to this point, payment data has been
widely considered significant.)
Community banks need a legal basis for
controlling and processing data. Ensuring
that your third-party processor and their
third parties have appropriate legal grounds
for storing and processing the data is key.
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Community banks must be able to demonstrate compliance with the GDPR throughout
their organization and to verify, with ongoing
assessments, that all required technical and
organizational measures are being followed.
: If an EU citizen should request all their
personal data controlled, processed or transferred by a business—in this example, a
bank—the GDPR would require the bank
to retrieve that data and explain what safeguards are in place.
An EU citizen has the right to demand rectification or erasure of his or her data, but that
right does not supersede the regulations U.S.
banks must adhere to.
Steep fines are associated with non-compliance. How this will work internationally has
not yet been determined, but the U.S. has
upheld EU privacy laws in the past. The
GDPR defines two levels of fines according
to the severity of infringements. The fines
can be up to 20 million euros or 4% of the
prior financial year’s worldwide revenue,
whichever is greater.
These are only a few of the provisions and
implications introduced by the GDPR. Bankers’
Bank of the West plans to hold a webinar for
community bankers interested in delving deeper
into this topic. If you want to receive an invitation to participate, send your name, email
address and the name of your institution to
bitss@bbwest.com. Please specify “GDPR
webinar” in the subject line.

ATTENTION
CIOs CEOs & Presidents Bank Directors
Info Security & Info Technology Personnel

PLAN TO ATTEND
the

2018 Cybersecurity Conference

presented by

BANKERS’ BANK OF THE WEST

October 4 & 5
Denver Marriott  Westminster, Colorado
EDUCATION ON TWO TRACKS ROUNDTABLE SESSIONS
NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES EXHIBITS
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BUZZ ON BIDS

Changes for adapting to the times—and for saving you time as well
Debbie Wendt, SVP–Operations
Bankers’ Bank of the West

An online survey conducted early this year
found 95% of retail shoppers prefer being left
alone in a store unless they need special assistance. That’s hardly surprising considering
that online tools make it possible to research
many products before visiting a store.
Both at home and at work, most of us have
grown used to having access to information
and tools at our fingertips. No doubt that’s why
a number of BIDS administrators have been
asking for the ability to change permissions for
users.
Good news on that front: The system has been
enhanced to enable, and require, BIDS administrators to check and modify permissions for the
users who have been set up at their banks. The
benefits of the self-service tools include:

FLEXIBILITY AND CONVENIENCE. When staff
shortages, promotions, shifts in schedules and
other changes come up, you’re able to quickly
adjust permissions to suit the circumstances.
You can even make changes while away from
The office if you have a secured computer and
fingerprint reader with you.
Many BIDS administrators already using the
new features have said the enhancements are
clearly displayed and easy to use.
If you’d like BBW’s operations team to introduce
the BIDS “check and modify permissions”
features by phone, email ops@bbwest.com to
arrange a time. The features are currently accessible to administrators who want to explore and
use the intuitive screen on their own.
Either way, keep two things in mind:

CONTROL. After your users have been set up by
BBW, you retain control over their permissions
—which is something your auditors look for.

BBW remains responsible for basic initial
user setup as well as for BIDS user deletions.

EFFICIENCY. Managing permissions yourself
reduces the amount of time you spend on maintenance.

BIDS administrators are now solely
responsible for checking and modifying their
banks’ user permissions.

New survey finds 95 percent of shoppers want to be left alone in stores. (March 19, 2018.) HRC Retail Advisory.
Business Wire. Retrieved from https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180319005643/en/New-Survey-Finds95-Percent-Shoppers-Left

FOURTH QUARTER PREVIEW: BOUNTIFUL HARVEST OF TRAINING FOR LOAN OFFICERS

LOAN OFFICER FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT TRAINING ▪ October 10 & 11 in Denver
This memorable, effective and interactive skill-building seminar for business loan officers
returns this fall for the 11th consecutive year with Kyle Enger — co-creator of the seminar
and a top faculty member at three of the leading graduate banking schools in the country
— as the instructor. Ideal for mid-career commercial lenders and those seeking to
enhance their knowledge and relationship-building skills, the fast-paced seminar engages
participants through hands-on practice, application of practical tools and techniques, and
discussions of case studies. Download the course brochure at www.bbwest.com.

Kyle Enger

A SURVEY OF THE AG LANDSCAPE FOR AG LENDERS ▪ November 5 Webinar
An extraordinary career as an agricultural expert, award-winning educator, prolific author,
and business owner and coach has established David Kohl, professor emeritus, Virginia
Tech, as one of the world’s most insightful and sought-after authorities in the fields of
agriculture and business.

Dr. David Kohl
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In his November 5 hour-long webinar, Dr. Kohl will discuss the current and emerging
global, local and economic trends affecting agriculture, balance sheets of agribusinesses,
and the bank’s loan portfolio. Program description and registration are coming soon.
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TECH TALK AND TACTICS

Information technology vendors and you: a primer
Brandon Minow, Systems Administrator
Bankers’ Bank of the West

Whether you have a fully staffed IT department
or a “one-man army,” understanding the information technology vendor landscape can be
critical to your bank’s objectives. Comparing
quotes from reliable vendors should be the endgame in all significant IT purchases. Here are a
few points to keep in mind.

Q. Can this vendor meet my organization’s needs?
Listen to your gut when qualifying a vendor. If
the provider you’re vetting knows nothing about
finance and talks only about big clients, it might
not be the right fit.
In addition, your decision will hinge partly on
whether you have an IT staff that can take care
of problems if they happen, or you need a vendor
that can also manage the equipment and software you purchase.

Q. What type of vendor is this?
There are three main vendor types:
TRADITIONAL RESELLER. This entity will only
sell equipment; it offers minimal customer
service or aid, similar to an Amazon or a
Walmart. Small discounts are often available.

VALUE-ADDED RESELLER (VAR). This provider
not only sells equipment but also has resources
and staff available to answer questions, and help
you decide on and implement the equipment you
buy. Larger discounts are usually available.
MANAGED SERVICE PROVIDER (MSP). This
vendor brings the added benefit of offering fulltime ongoing support for your organization.
Larger discounts are often available.
Understanding the differences between these
three, and the kinds of services available, will
help you determine what is right for you and
your organization. Not all VARs or MSPs are
created equal in discounting; there may be thousands of dollars of differences between quotes.

Q. What’s this vendor’s size and time in business?
Vendor management has been a hot topic for
years, and the usual criteria apply to IT, too.
Just as you would with any other critical vendor,
be thorough in checking the company’s background, number of employees and their qualifications, length of time in business, and current
financials for any provider being seriously
considered.

Plan to attend October 28–30, 2018:
the Symposium for Community Bank Directors

INVESTING IN
LEADERSHIP

Sponsored by:
the Western States Director Education Foundation
Location:

JW Marriott Phoenix Desert Ridge Resort & Spa in Phoenix

details to come:
WWW.WSDEF.ORG

BANKERS’ BANK OF THE WEST
1099 18th Street ▪ Suite 2700
Denver, Colorado 80202
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